Tourist Casino
Overview:Tourist blockchain casino works on the basis of play to earn
algorithm(P2E).A blockchain casino inspired by online casino’s that
contains 3 blockchain games(Slot Machine,Spin Wheel,Lottery
Ticket) and some more functions has been added by Tourist team
after examined and noticed some improvements.

Connect Wallet:User will be require to connect his bsc wallet to a blockchain casino
by clicking on “Connect Wallet” button.See reference #001 below.
Reference #001

Deposit Wallet:After connecting your compatible wallet,user will be require to
deposit $Tourist tokens.User can deposit $Tourist tokens by clicking
at wallet button (Deposit Wallet).See reference #002 below.
Reference #002

Minimum match to play a casino has been set to 2 Billion $Tourist
tokens at Slot Machine and Lottery Ticket and Lottery ticket as
much as you deposit,higher will be chances of winning.As it is
written in contract at Tourist Shiba Inu White Paper (
https://touristshibainu.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/TouristShiba-Inu-v1-WhitePaper.pdf )about tax system,Make sure to
deposit $Tourist tokens according to tax system rules.

Slot Machine:-

To play a slot machine,Tourist team set a 2 billion $Tourists to spin
slot,user will be require to get 5 Tourist Shiba Inu in logo in a row to
get 10 billion $Tourists tokens as reward that will come to your InCasino Wallet instantly.See reference #003 below.
Reference #003

Spin Wheel:To play a Spin Wheel,Tourist team set a 2 billion $Tourists to spin
slot,there are 6 type of rewards has been set that user can get by
trying his/her luck.1 billion $Tourists, 2 billion $Tourists, 3 billion
$Tourists, 4 billion $Tourists, 5 billion $Tourists and a hamper prize
of 6 billion $Tourists.See reference #004 below.

Reference #004

Lottery Ticket:Lottery Ticket is same as like you purchase traditional tickets to win
prize by lucky draw.Those are old fashions and finally blockchain
technology came up with a revolutionary change at lottery tickets or
lottery draw.User can purchase as many tickets he/she wants from
total amount of 1000 tickets.There is an automatically pool has been
set to collect $Tourists tokens and record wallet addresses of user
and after exact 7 days,80 % of pool amount of $Tourists tokens will
be rewarded to one lucky winner and will announce at Tourist Shiba

Inu telegram as well. See reference #005 below.
Reference #005

Conclusion:Tourist Shiba Inu is not just a meme token.Tourist Shiba Inu team is
doing full effort to bring lot of products to the cryptocurrency
market(Tourist Casino,Blockchain Games,Metaverse,Nft’s etc) and
thus helps growing Tourist Shiba Inu project.We promise our
community that we will do our best to bring huge users from crypto
market with the help of our blockchain Casino and Blockchain
Games to boost our project.Thank you

